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All Modern Men are descended from a Wormlike creature but

it shows more on some people.
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Editor's Note

Where do you want to see poetry?

Would a billboard on your trafcked commute bring a welcome,

thoughtful moment to your day, or would it become monotonous and

ignored after a few days of exposure? Would you want to smell it at

the grocery store as you are picking out a ripe batch of strawberries?

Maybe you'd appreciate a morning with the taste of poetry as your

cereal reaches the perfect level of sogginess in its milk? Or as your

racing heart cheers on the home team, you may welcome the touch of

a fast-paced verse. I do enjoy hearing the occasional piece on the

radio, but I'm not convinced that we're doing enough.

We should strive to inject more poetry into life. I don't mean to be

over proselytizing with my poetry——the goal wouldn't be to force

Emily Dickinson on unsuspecting bystanders. Maybe with haiku as a

gateway drug, we poets could draw more of our fellow citizens to

admire the diversity of poetry. In the tradition of P. T. Barnum and

his troupe, we poets have something for everybody.

What is the purpose of advocating for and spreading the good

word about poetry? Why should we champion the tradition that is

considered an extra step removed from even the most theoretical of

academic endeavors? Can poetry ll the grumbling stomach of a

forgotten old man? No, but it may prove useful to leverage legislation

——in the way that specic wording (and other advertising gimmicks)

encourages us to buy more salty snacks and sugary drinks. Maybe

we'll interrupt some people on their path to becoming politicians and

convince them to aim for a career where they can make a difference.

Collecting these pieces for Parody is one step that I am taking to

help maintain a strong culture of poetry among us. Sure, the powers

of wordsmithery can be used for good or bad or any other possible

direction. I'd like to believe that education and contemplation steer a

path toward compassion. Of course, we may never agree on a

denition of compassion or a course of action to take in a specic

situation, but we need to start the conversation somewhere.

And so I say to you, what will you do with your words?

Where will you bring them?

Mostly Sincerely,

The Haikooligan



On the Fear of Being Swallowed by Literature

I

If there is a heaven, it is made of books. It is the hoarding-house

of thought made literal. Bookcases, of course, made of books,

but also chairs, toilets, windowpanes, and ovens.

There is no cooking in heaven. There is no hunting. What sport

with page-bound deer and doves two sheets to the wind?

My God, even the wind is undulating onion-skin!

From my room, the French window reads Les Fleurs du Mal

and shows me nothing outside. The world isn't evil, it says.

If there is a hell, it's burning us up from below. Every page

will ood with ink till there is nothing left to know. Please

take your seat. God's lit the match. Enjoy the show.

II

Hello out there! I am trapped in the belly of the great whale.

The sun shines through his ivory skin. Around me, the ruins

of a dozen ages, shattered marbles, copper in negligee verdigris,

and rusting nails from a thousand ships at sea.

But the stomach walls of this beast are blank and hungry.

With a ight of quills from a dead albatross

and a generous squid (he, too, wants to leave!), I begin to write:

Hello out there! I am trapped in the belly of the great whale.

Andrew Kozma
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Boston Snapshot

Late winter Sunday

mid-afternoon

Boston

mostly Cloudy but mild.

Escape artist in front of Faneuil Hall

hangs upside down, bound in straight jacket and ropes

comic banter to entertain crowd

frequent mentions of his tip jar.

At pivotal moment in the routine

shouts are heard off-stage.

Around the corner comes parade of at least a hundred Tibetans

calling for independence

carrying photos of 107 monks

who have self-immolated.

Houdini tells them to be quiet, eliciting laughs from the crowd.

The marchers form a circle in the square, chanting and speaking for

their cause.

Houdini gets free, after much mock-struggling, to wild applause

then, with feet back on the cobblestones, vents his anger:

"Shut up...go home...you're disrespecting street artists."

Police get between him and several young Tibetan men.

Speeches over, they all march back the way they came

towards, perhaps, the T stop near the site of the Boston Massacre.

Houdini and his helpers pack up their equipment

ready for the next of the day's performances.

John Roche
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Now Scheduling Shadow Days

Sign at Luther North High School



If your days are simply too cheery and bright;

if you're coddling a sunburn;

if you crave a vestige of your self;

if your naked hands yearn

to give themselves over to puppet art;

if you've a mind to discover

what evil lurks in the hearts of men;

if you long to loaf, loiter, or lie in wait;

if you wish to trail on the sly;

if you've a need for cool comfort;

if you love the 5 o'clock hour;

if you dream of a constant companion;

if you've an ambition to be your own sundial;

if you want a respite from clarity,

we can pencil you in.

Yvonne Zipter
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